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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Earnings calls move markets, and investors highly value the transparency and outputs of frequent
reporting. However, a dominant focus on standard quarterly financial reporting and a lack of attention
to ESG—and the impact that ESG performance can have on corporate financial performance—
amplifies short-term market pressures. This can encourage myopic decision-making, such as cutting
planned research and development spending, that hits short-term earnings targets at the expense of
long-term value creation.
The Covid-19 crisis has caused huge disruption to supply chains, employment patterns, balance sheets
and business models; accompanied by unprecedented stimulus measures from governments around the
world. The crisis has caused much attention to focus on key ESG practices, from stakeholder relations to
human capital management. Many expect issuers and institutional investors to increase their focus on
ESG issues in both corporate practice and disclosure as we cautiously exit the Covid-19 crisis.
We focus this paper on adjusting the mix and timeframe of the information reported rather than
the frequency with which it is reported. It is not necessarily the case that conversations conducted
quarterly must exclusively focus on near-term financial goals; managers can have quarterly calls about
ESG and longer-term targets. Issuers can use their reporting flexibility to signal a long-term outlook,
the value of investments in ESG, and the alignment between ESG, long-term strategy, and the
strategic priorities of structurally long-term investors.
EVIDENCE OF DISCLOSURE SHIFTING TOWARD LONG-TERM, SUSTAINABLE VALUE
» Investor days: Issuers are sharing long-term focused content at investor days (e.g., United
Health Group)
» ESG calls: Issuers are starting to convene investor-facing calls to focus on ESG themes (e.g.,
Jones Lang Lasalle, Johnson & Johnson)
» Earnings calls: Issuers have begun experimenting with building elements of ESG-type
disclosures into earnings call content (e.g., Becton, Dickinson)
» Guidance practice: Issuing quarterly EPS guidance is now a minority practice and long-term
financial guidance is rising from a low base
The Earnings Call and ESG: The ESG characteristics of a company’s value proposition have tended
not to be meaningfully discussed on the earnings call. The sell-side analysts we spoke to cited several
reasons for this:
» knowledge gaps and low exposure to ESG themes
» limited disclosure (which makes meaningful engagement difficult)
» tension in time horizon and data periodicity (where it exists at all)
» expectation that ESG-focused content will be boilerplate in nature, and not add value
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The literature suggests that, as a result of these challenges, ESG strategy and performance has been
systematically undervalued.
Long-Term / Short-Term Working Together: By annually setting out an updated three- to fiveyear long-term plan, and discussing the impact of ESG strategy and performance on corporate
financial performance, an issuer can create an accountability environment in which the earnings call
becomes a setting for monitoring the delivery of a multiyear plan that incorporates the ESG themes
and stakeholder relationships that underlie long-term value creation (See Figure 1, our nine-theme
Long-Term Plan Framework, below).
The ESG and Quarterly Call Pilot and Reporting Framework: Working with a group of issuers, the
NYU Stern Center for Sustainable Business developed a framework and template for how companies
could integrate financially material ESG and long-term strategy content into the quarterly earnings
presentation. (See Appendix 1)
Challenges of Integrating ESG into the Earnings Call: Our project participants, across Investor
Relations, Strategy, and Sustainability functions, identified capital market pressures and operational
process challenges to integrating ESG content into the earnings call.
CAPITAL MARKET PRESSURES

OPERATIONAL PROCESS CHALLENGES

Analyst expectations: concern that the sellside analyst community would push back on
changing content mix of the call

Management buy-in: the CFO team has to have
comfort both with ESG themes and the relevant
time horizon

Lack of standardization of ESG reporting:
broad adoption of the Sustainability
Accounting Standards Board guidelines would
significantly reduce these concerns

ESG maturity and governance: clear reporting
lines and governance of ESG issues

Call bandwidth: little bandwidth within
existing approaches to address new themes

Demonstrating performance link: a clear
narrative on the importance of ESG to value
and risk

Integrating ESG and Long-term Strategy into the Earnings Call: Drawing on our ESG and
Quarterly Call research pilot, we set out practical recommendations for issuers to better integrate ESG
strategy and performance, the impact of ESG performance on corporate financial performance, and
long-term strategy into the earnings call.
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PRACTICAL RECOMMENDATIONS
Integrate ESG and long-term content sequentially: Begin to integrate ESG and long-term
strategy content into existing disclosures in a manner that builds comfort and confidence within the
investor base and management.
Prime the analysts: Embed ESG-specific questions with your sell-side analysts to shape the question
and answer discussion.
Adapt the earnings call schedule: Develop a plan for how you will use each of the four calls in a
year (e.g., provide quarterly updates on key ESG performance and ESG-driven financial measures, use
one of the four quarterly calls to provide a deeper discussion of ESG, and deploy the CEO segment for
macro framing on purpose and stakeholder approach).
Develop cross-functional collaboration: Develop internal collaboration constructs and reporting
lines to enable ESG themes to be blended into existing reporting structures:
» Direct Investor Relations and Corporate Sustainability to co-develop the content
» Convene an open-access, cross-function ESG working group
» Ensure board oversight of ESG, clear committee remit, and full board discussion
» Expand CFO engagement on ESG themes and long-term forecasts
Disclose process and output: Reference and deploy existing frameworks for investor-facing ESG
disclosures and describe materiality process and frequency.
Highlight sustainability and financial value: Describe management’s thesis on the impact of ESG
strategy and performance on the company’s financial performance. Start with simple cost-avoidance
approaches and expand to revenue-generating approaches. Sound ESG performance on material ESG
issues are increasingly seen as “table stakes.” Over time, management teams will look to leverage
differentiated sustainability strategies as a source of competitive advantage.
Monetize risk: Consider including an assessment (and specific examples) of the value at risk
associated with not acting on a particular ESG theme; e.g., the potential costs associated with avoiding
human capital expenditures.
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The Earnings Call
The information shared through quarterly reporting moves markets. Institutional investors highly
value the transparency and outputs of frequent periodic reporting. Investor Relations Officers (IROs)
consistently identify the earnings call as the most important venue through which to communicate
their story to the capital markets.1 Within the C-suite, preparing for the earnings call—and its
associated package of disclosures2—requires a significant commitment of time and resources.
THE EARNINGS CALL AND THE SHORT-TERM
Quarterly reporting has been identified as a potential source or amplifier of short-term market
pressures.3 Management’s focus on hitting quarterly financial targets can cause overweighting by
both the C-suite and equity markets of in-year or in-quarter performance benchmarked to a narrow
set of financial indicators. This underweights strategic issues with a longer-term time horizon, or
those that are harder to quantify in the near-term, and consequently results in insufficient analysis
and reporting of these issues in the earnings call.
For example, management teams may cut research and development (R&D) or other discretionary
spending in order to meet an earnings target.4 Chief financial officers (CFOs) report that this occurs;
it is an anticipated peer-group behavior among CFOs. This expected behavior is confirmed in the
literature as firms that issue and just meet near-term earnings per share (EPS) targets display
discontinuous R&D spending, which illustrates the underlying pattern that planned R&D spending (and
economic value) is often sacrificed to avoid a short-term earnings miss.5 Overall, when compared with
equivalent privately held peer firms, public companies have a shorter-term focus.6 Concern regarding
the perceived impatience of the equity markets also appears to depress listing activity.7
The concern about the negative impacts of quarterly reporting has led some commentators
and policymakers to seek to reduce reporting frequency. In the United States, where quarterly
reporting is mandatory, a move to end mandatory quarterly reporting entirely would be resisted
by both the buy side and the sell side, particularly those analysts who rely on periodic disclosure

1 Lawrence D. Brown, Andrew C. Call, Michael B. Clement, and Nathan Y. Sharp. “Managing the Narrative: Investor Relations Officers and Corporate Disclosure” Journal of
Accounting and Economics 67 (February 2019): 58-79. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jacceco.2018.08.014.
2 The earnings call is part of a package of disclosures (of which, some are mandatory and others have arisen through private ordering) delivered in connection with
continuous quarterly reporting, including the release, the related deck, the call itself, and the 10-Q (the elements of which are prescribed).
3 Matt Turner. “BlackRock’s Larry Fink told CEOs that ‘quarterly earnings hysteria’ is bad for business — here’s the letter he sent them.” Business Insider (June 14, 2016).
https://www.businessinsider.com/blackrock-ceo-larry-fink-letter-to-sp-500-ceos-2016-6
4 John R. Graham, Campbell R. Harvey, and Shiva Rajgopal. “The Economic Implications of Corporate Financial Reporting,” Journal of Accounting and Economics 40, no. 1-3
(December 2005): 3-73. https://www.nber.org/papers/w10550
5 Heitor Almeida. “Is It Time to Get Rid of Earnings-per-Share (EPS)?” (October 27, 2018) Available at SSRN: https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_
id=3291497
6 John William Asker, Joan Farre-Mensa and Alexander Ljungqvist. “Comparing the Investment Behavior of Public and Private Firms.” NBER Working Paper No. w17394.
(September 2011) Available at SSRN: https://ssrn.com/abstract=1931164
7 Craig Doidge, G. Andrew Karolyi, and René M. Stulz. “The U.S. Listing Gap.” Journal of Financial Economics 123, no. 3 (2017): 464-487.
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to conduct fundamental analysis. The CFA Institute conducted a survey of institutional investors in
2019 that indicated overwhelming investor support for the continuation of quarterly reporting.8
At the roundtable on short-term and long-term capital markets organized by the Securities and
Exchange Commission (SEC), there was minimal expectation of a reduction in reporting frequency.9
Evidence suggests that the move to semi-annual reporting by European jurisdictions has produced
little practical impact.10 Additionally, studies suggest that volatility may marginally increase with
less frequent company-reported information.11 Many companies, when given the option to report
semi-annually, have chosen to continue to report quarterly to meet the information expectations of
institutional investors.
Given the U.S. regulatory context and the investor attitudes described above, we focus this paper on
adjusting the mix and time frame of the information reported quarterly, rather than on the frequency
with which it is reported. In practical terms, it is not necessarily true that conversations conducted
quarterly must focus exclusively on near-term goals;
managers can have quarterly calls about longer-term
We focus this paper on adjusting
targets. Issuers have substantial agency over what and
the mix and time frame of
how they report within the existing regulatory framework.
the information reported
This flexibility can be used to signal a long-term outlook
quarterly, rather than on the
and an alignment with the strategic priorities of
frequency with which it is
structurally long-term investors.

reported. In practical terms,

The significance of conventional earnings call disclosures is
it is not necessarily true that
also in question. The work of Baruch Lev suggests that the
conversations conducted
relevance of meets, beats, and misses of consensus EPS
quarterly must focus exclusively
estimates seems to have diminished.12 There is growing
on near-term goals.
informed skepticism about the usefulness of investment
strategies focused on quarterly earnings analysis, and an
emerging interest in a more appropriate focus on key value drivers relevant to the sector in which the
business operates. As we know, key drivers of business value, particularly over the medium and long
terms, may not be well captured by existing financial metrics.13

8 Mohini Singh and Sandra Peters. “The Case for Quarterly and Environmental, Social and Governance Reporting.” CFA Institute (2019): https://www.cfainstitute.org/-/
media/documents/survey/financial-reporting-quarterly-and-esg-2019.ashx
9 Cydney Posner. What Happened at the Corp Fin Roundtable on Short-Termism? Harvard Law School Forum on Corporate Governance (2019: https://corpgov.law.harvard.
edu/2019/07/24/what-happened-at-the-corp-fin-roundtable-on-short-termism/
10 Robert Posen and Mark Rose. “Keep Quarterly Reporting.” Brookings (2018): https://www.brookings.edu/opinions/keep-quarterly-reporting/
11 Brad Samson. “The Link Between Good Investor Relations and Stock Price.” CFO Magazine (June 12, 2017): https://www.cfo.com/investor-relations-banking-capitalmarkets/2017/06/link-good-investor-relations-stock-price/
12 Baruch Lev. “Forget the Consensus Estimate: Quarterly Earnings Don’t Matter Much Anymore.” The End of Accounting blog. (April 21, 2017): https://
levtheendofaccountingblog.wordpress.com/2017/04/21/42117-new-forget-the-consensus-estimate-quarterly-earnings-dont-matter-much-anymore/
13 Measuring What Matters: A New Step Towards Integrating Long-Term Metrics in Investing. FCLTGlobal (January 3, 2020): https://www.fcltglobal.org/news/blog/
article/2020/01/03/measuring-what-matters
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EVIDENCE OF DISCLOSURE SHIFTING TOWARD THE LONG-TERM:
Investor days: Issuers are sharing long-term focused content at investor days. A notable example
was United Health Group’s 2018 investor day presentation, which provided a view of the company
to 2028. Other issuers identified as setting out long-term value stories include Best Buy, Cognizant,
Ingersoll Rand, and P&G.
Environmental, social, and governance–focused calls: Issuers are starting to convene
environmental, social, and governance (ESG) calls, which are opportunities to focus an investorfacing call on ESG themes (e.g., climate change, employee diversity and inclusion, and board
diversity). These calls often follow the publication of the issuer’s annual sustainability report.
Examples of companies hosting such calls include Jones Lang LaSalle, Johnson & Johnson, and Phillips.
These efforts follow earlier pilot programs, such as the UN Global Compact’s ESG Investor Briefing
Project, in which several companies (SAP, Enel, etc.) experimented with approaches to improve
corporate communication with investors on material ESG issues.14 The concept did not catch on at
the time, but has been rejuvenated by the volume and specificity of requests for ESG information
from investors.
Earnings calls: Issuers have begun experimenting with methods of building elements of ESG-type
disclosures into earnings call content. Becton, Dickinson and Company has been sharing sustainability
highlights in their earnings call presentation as a first step to including greater ESG themes in call
content.15
Guidance practice: Issuing quarterly EPS guidance is now a minority practice. This has generally
been replaced with end-of-year guidance within a range. The number of issuers providing longerterm financial guidance is increasing from a low base.16
THE EARNINGS CALL AND ESG: GAPS, LABELS, AND COVERAGE
A defining feature of the earnings call has been the absence of ESG information, both in terms of the
content shared by issuers and the questions asked by sell-side analysts; the ESG characteristics of a
company’s value proposition have often not been meaningfully discussed.17 There are several reasons
for this absence of ESG discussions.

14 Robert Eccles and George Serafeim. “A Tale of Two Stories: Sustainability and the Earnings Call.” Journal of Applied Corporate Finance 25, no. 3 (Summer 2013): 66–77.
https://www.hbs.edu/faculty/Publication%20Files/JACF%20A%20Tale%20of%20Two%20Stories_f511f187-3656-4aa5-9a83-52988d5b5570.pdf
15 Robert Eccles. “The New Normal: Transforming Quarterly Earnings Calls.” Forbes. (February 22, 2018): https://www.forbes.com/sites/bobeccles/2018/02/22/thenew-normal-transforming-quarterly-earnings-calls/#5f4c84241b8e
16 Ariel Fromer Babcock and Sarah Keohane Williamson. “Moving Beyond Quarterly Guidance: A relic of the past.” FCLTGlobal: https://www.fcltglobal.org/docs/defaultsource/publications/moving-past-quarterly-guidance---a-relic-of-the-past.pdf?sfvrsn=77a9268c_2
17 Michael Porter, George Serafeim, and Mark Kramer. “Where ESG Fails.” Institutional Investor (October 16, 2019): https://www.institutionalinvestor.com/article/
b1hm5ghqtxj9s7/Where-ESG-Fails
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First, there is a clear nomenclature and knowledge gap among sell-side analysts (the typical target
audience for earnings calls). As part of the ESG and Quarterly Call research pilot, we conducted oneon-one interviews with several sell-side analysts.18 Each analyst noted they had limited knowledge
of ESG issues and their exposure to ESG issues and content, outside of their engagement with
companies, was limited to the occasional headline in the business press.
Second, when engaging with the ESG issues of the companies they follow, sell-side analysts noted
both a limited supply of, and demand for, ESG information. The analysts we interviewed noted that
the ESG content they most often see from companies is related to a company’s safety record or
environmental violations. Further, sell-side analysts noted that questions from buy-side analysts
about a company’s ESG strategy and/or performance are infrequent.
Third, there is a tension between the time horizon and periodicity of the earnings call and longterm value themes like ESG. Some ESG data may only be available annually, though updates from
specific ESG initiatives may be available on a quarterly time horizon (e.g., green infrastructure
installations connected to greenhouse gas emission reduction targets). The short-term value
of some ESG themes may not be easily quantified,
requiring management to provide narrative reporting
There is a tension between the
and appropriate time horizons to enable the value to
time horizon and periodicity of the
be assessed (e.g., investments to make supply chains
earnings call and long-term value
more resilient to adverse weather events and reduce the
themes like ESG. Some ESG data
likelihood of a supply chain disruption). As ESG remains
may only be available annually,
at pre-GAAP maturity, there are frequently expressed
though updates from specific ESG
concerns around comparability and assurance. This causes
initiatives may be available on a
a reluctance to share “ESG data” in the earnings call
quarterly time horizon.
context where analysis is driven by inter-period and peer
comparability.
The net effect of these challenges on analysts is that the stimulus for further education on ESG
issues and the integration of corporate ESG performance into valuation methods is minimized. When
asked, only one sell-side analyst indicated that they incorporated quantitative data on ESG issues
into their valuations, subtracting environmental liabilities of the company. Others noted that they
may include a qualitative evaluation of a company’s ESG performance into their valuation steps, but
most analysts we spoke with do not currently factor ESG issues into their valuations. Given these
factors, it is not surprising that evidence indicates that analysts have systematically undervalued
firms with good ESG performance, predicting that companies will perform less well than they do in
terms of financial and stock market performance.19

18 We conducted eight interviews with sell-side analysts.
19 Ioannis Ioannou and George Serafeim. “The Impact of Corporate Social Responsibility on Investment Recommendations: Analysts’ Perceptions and Shifting Institutional
Logics” Strategic Management Journal 36, no. 7 (July 1, 2015): 1053-1081. Available at SSRN: https://ssrn.com/abstract=1507874
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For companies, these challenges can cause ESG issues to be included in capital markets presentations
but glossed over. Often presented as a sidebar to the main presentation, ESG issues have been
discussed in a generic manner not clearly linked to strategy and underlying performance. Given the
time constraints and content-rich nature of earnings call disclosures, generic treatment of ESG issues
may give the impression that these issues are of marginal importance, represent “greenwashing” or,
more cynically, an attempt to distract from more difficult subjects.
Yet, these challenges reduce neither the need for analysts
Analysts will ask questions about
to incorporate ESG issues into their valuations nor the
the issues raised by management,
need for issuers to deliver ESG content in earnings calls.
when management clearly identifies
Analysts must have information that enables them
to accurately update their valuation models and their
the issues as being important to
related price and earnings forecasts. Further, analysts will
the business’s long-term success.
ask questions about the issues raised by management,
As such, it is the C-suite’s role to
when management clearly identifies the issues as being
educate the company’s analysts on
important to the business’s long-term success. As such,
what it sees as relevant to value.
it is the C-suite’s role to educate the company’s analysts
on what it sees as relevant to value; if management
regards ESG performance as critical to value, risk, prospects, and performance, they have to explain
why that is the case. This involves bridging the gap between broad, public, corporate citizenship–style
statements of the importance of ESG themes and an earnings call in which such themes have been
omitted or only superficially addressed. Without such leadership, the sell-side analyst community’s
primary exposure to ESG issues is likely to continue to be through daily press headlines. Those
headlines are increasingly highlighting ESG issues that are critical to brand reputation and value and
have significant stock price implications.20
Driven by a variety of trends, asset managers are giving increased focus to ESG issues in the
investment process and are building out their teams accordingly across asset classes.21 That resourceintensive response to the ESG imperative on the buy-side seems likely to drive deeper sell-side
engagement with ESG, as an extension to the existing sell-side skill set. This seems increasingly likely
as hedge funds increase their engagement with ESG themes and investment strategies.22 This trend
plays out in a market for analyst coverage affected by MiFID II,23 which has seen declines in analysts
following across cap sizes as investment research budgets, having been unbundled, are exposed to
more scrutiny.24

20
21
22
23
24

Noted by several project participants.
Examples: https://www.blackrock.com/corporate/sustainability; https://www.goldmansachs.com/what-we-do/sustainable-finance/
https://www.sfchronicle.com/business/article/The-world-s-most-profitable-hedge-fund-is-now-a-15005277.php
Markets in Financial Instruments Directive II is a European directive regulating the market for investor research services.
Sviatoslav Rosov. “MIDI II Research Unbundling: A Survey Yielding Mixed Results.” CFA Institute (March 20, 2019): https://blogs.cfainstitute.org/
marketintegrity/2019/03/20/mifid-ii-research-unbundling-a-survey-yielding-mixed-results/.
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This context provides the setting for a disconnect between practice and reporting as companies
are applying capital toward “ESG initiatives,” yet are often failing to effectively measure the return
on those investments. With increasing insistence, issuers are saying ESG themes are important to
business performance. As such, there is an imperative for issuers to highlight the extent of their
long-term sustainability activities and investments and to explain how these are connected to
operational and financial performance. To do this, issuers need the tools to estimate the financial value
of their long-term sustainability investments, as well as the reporting architecture through which to
communicate the financial and operational implications of sustainability. Frameworks and tools for
monetizing sustainability investments are becoming more readily available, through efforts like the
Return on Sustainability Investment (ROSI) monetization framework from New York University’s Stern
Center for Sustainable Business (Stern CSB).25 There are also indications that issuers are beginning to
experiment with folding more ESG content into the earnings call26—as indicated in the research report
A Revolution Rising: From Low Chatter to Loud Roar by Goldman Sachs Sustain.27
DRIVERS OF CHANGE IN DISCLOSURE
There are several drivers for more disclosure of long-term plans and ESG strategy and performance data
in quarterly reporting—the most prevalent being investor demand. Across financial institutions, ESG
integration is rising,28 and ESG is increasingly considered part of prudent investment analyses.29 More
ESG themes have become topics of investor engagement30 and investors have organized into coalitions,
such as the Task Force on Climate-Related Financial Disclosures, Climate Action 100+,31 and the
Sustainability Accounting Standards Board (SASB),32 to encourage standardization of ESG reporting.
Cross-industry bodies are also taking steps to stimulate more long-term and ESG approaches.
The National Investor Relations Institute (NIRI) released its ESG policy statement that described
the imperative for IR professionals to educate themselves on the types of ESG data demanded
by investors, and to work across functions (legal, communication, etc.) to develop and execute a
consistent approach for disclosing long-term and ESG strategy and performance information33—an
outlook supported by NIRI’s policy statement on guidance practices.34 Corporate leaders are also
25 https://www.stern.nyu.edu/experience-stern/about/departments-centers-initiatives/centers-of-research/center-sustainable-business/research/csb-monetizationmethodology; Tensie Whelan and Carly Fink. “The Comprehensive Business Case for Sustainability.” Harvard Business Review (October 21, 2016):
https://hbr.org/2016/10/the-comprehensive-business-case-for-sustainability
26 John Butters. “29% Increase in S&P 500 Companies Citing “ESG” on Earnings Calls in Q3 vs. Q2.” FactSet Insight (December 6, 2019): https://insight.factset.com/29increase-in-sp-500-companies-citing-esg-on-earnings-calls-in-q3-vs.-q2
27 Derek R Bingham, Evan Tylenda, Hugo Scott-Gall, Christopher Vilburn, and Gabriel Wilson-Otto. “A Revolution Rising: From Low Chatter to Loud Roar.” (April 23, 2018):
https://www.goldmansachs.com/insights/pages/new-energy-landscape-folder/esg-revolution-rising/report.pdf
28 RBC Global Asset Management. “New survey from RBC Global Asset Management Uncovers Diverging Views on Responsible Investing Among Institutional Investors.”
Cision (October 16, 2019): https://www.newswire.ca/news-releases/new-survey-from-rbc-global-asset-management-uncovers-diverging-views-on-responsibleinvesting-among-institutional-investors-873136640.html
29 Brian Tomlinson. “ESG and Fiduciary Duties.” (November 1, 2016): https://corpgov.law.harvard.edu/2016/11/01/esg-and-fiduciary-duties-a-roadmap-for-the-uscapital-market
30 Stewardship Principles and Policies: https://about.vanguard.com/investment-stewardship/principles-policies
31 Climate Action 100+: http://www.climateaction100.org
32 SASB Conceptual Framework, Sustainability Accounting Standards Board: https://www.sasb.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/SASB-Conceptual-Framework.pdf
33 NIRI Policy Statement — ESG Disclosure: https://www.niri.org/NIRI/media/NIRI/Advocacy/ESG-Policy-Statement-final.pdf
34 NIRI 2018 Policy Statement — Guidance Practices: https://www.niri.org/NIRI/media/NIRI-Resources/2018-NIRI-Policy-Statement-on-Guidance-final.pdf
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increasingly pushing back against the short-term shareholder primacy model, with the most prominent
example being the Business Roundtable’s Statement on the Purpose of the Corporation,35 which
asserts that the longer-term, stakeholder approach should define corporate practice.
LONG-TERM PLANS—HOW THE LONG TERM AND SHORT TERM WORK TOGETHER
The concerns expressed regarding short-termism have led the authors to work on several initiatives
to address the issue. Since 2017, CECP’s CEO Investor Forum has been providing a disclosure setting
in which CEOs can present a long-term plan to an audience of investors who seek disclosures on
themes with a longer-term time horizon.36 To help issuers prepare a long-term plan, the CEO Investor
Forum developed a Long-Term Plan Framework that provides issuers with content guidance on the key
elements of an effective investor-facing long-term plan.37 More than 30 issuers representing in excess
of $2tn in market capitalization have shared long-term plans at investor conferences convened by the
CEO Investor Forum at CECP.38

FIGURE 1 | Long-Term Plan Framework: Nine Themes

Long-Term Plan Content Framework
Research by CECP's CEO Investor Forum informs the guidance we provide to enable CEOs to develop and communicate
Long-Term Plans. Our Long-Term Plan Content Framework, developed with KKS Advisors and Professor George Serafeim of
Harvard Business School sets out Nine Themes and 22 Line Items for an effective presentation.

Competitive Strategic
Positioning
Long-term value drivers
Medium-term value drivers
Short-term value drivers

Corporate Purpose
What is the purpose and is it
aligned with long-term
strategy

Corporate Governance

Trends

Executive compensation
Board compensation
Role of board

Market trends
Mega trends

Risks & Opportunities
Assessment of financially
material ESG issues
Risk management
Opportunities

Shareholder engagement

Human Capital
How is human capital
managed over the long-term

Long-Term
Value Creation
Value of partnerships/
improving the operational
ecosystem

Financial Performance
Capital efficiency
Leverage
Revenue growth

Capital Allocation
Capital allocation plan
M&A discipline
R&D investment
Excess cash

Journal of Applied Corporate Finance: “The Economic Significance of Long-Term Plans

35 “Business Roundtable Redefines the Purpose of a Corporation to Promote ‘An Economy That Serves All Americans.’“ Business Roundtable (August 19, 2019): https://www.
businessroundtable.org/business-roundtable-redefines-the-purpose-of-a-corporation-to-promote-an-economy-that-serves-all-americans.
36 “CEO Investor Forum (formerly known as the Strategic Investor Initiative): A Forum for CEO-Investor Long-Term Conversations.” CECP. https://cecp.co/home/ourcoalition/strategic-investor-initiative
37 Sakis Kotsantonis, Christina Rehnberg, Bronagh Ward, George Serafeim, and Brian Tomlinson. “The Economic Significance of Long-Term Plans.” Journal of Applied Corporate
Finance 31, no. 2 (Spring 2019): 22–33. https://cecp.co/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/JACF-Economic-Significance-Spring-2019.pdf
38 “CEO Investor Forum (formerly known as the Strategic Investor Initiative): A Forum for CEO-Investor Long-Term Conversations.” CECP. https://cecp.co/home/ourcoalition/strategic-investor-initiative.
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By annually setting out at an updated long-term plan, which describes a time horizon of three to five
years (as appropriate for the sector), an issuer can create an accountability environment in which the
earnings call becomes a setting for monitoring the delivery of a multiyear plan that incorporates the
ESG themes and stakeholder relationships that underlie long-term value.39 In our research, CEOs and
their teams expressed a number of motivations for delivering a long-term plan, including frustration
at short-term focused market infrastructure,40 demonstrating readiness on key “activism” issues,
meeting investor expectations, and using disclosure to attract more long-term investors.41
THE ESG AND QUARTERLY CALL PILOT
In collaboration with the CEO Investor Forum at CECP and with the financial support of the Investor
Responsibility Research Center Institute (IRRCi), the Stern CSB conducted research into how
companies could better integrate the financial impacts of ESG strategy into the quarterly earnings call.
THE ESG AND QUARTERLY REPORTING FRAMEWORK
Working with a group of issuers, the Stern CSB developed an initial framework for how companies
could integrate financially material ESG and long-term strategy content into the quarterly earnings
presentation. The key insights were that ESG should be reported through the lens of its relationship
to core business strategy and that the financial impacts of ESG, rather than ESG performance alone,
should be reported. In other words, a climate change strategy may drive energy cost-savings and
growth through new product offerings and lower risk—all of which can be monetized and reported in
the context of a quarterly call.
The development of the framework included research and recommendations from the CEO Investor
Forum at CECP, in addition to other leading organizations, including FCLTGlobal and McKinsey &
Company.42 The template was also based on a review and synthesis of the style, format, structure, and
information contained in the earnings presentations of a number of global companies (e.g., Becton,
Dickinson; Dow Chemical; General Electric; and Unilever), each of which has taken steps to better
integrate ESG and long-term strategy content into its earnings call content. Following the development
of the template, the Stern CSB team worked with representatives from The Dow Chemical Company,
Voya Financial, and Jones Lang LaSalle to review and refine the template, and pilot tested the integration
of the template into their quarterly earnings call and other investor-facing presentations.
39 Tim Youmans and Brian Tomlinson. “Far Beyond the Quarterly Call: CECP’s First CEO-Investor Forum.” Journal of Applied Corporate Finance 29, no. 2 (Spring 2017): 56-69.
https://doi.org/10.1111/jacf.12233
40 Brian Tomlinson and Michael P. Krzus. “Method of Production of Long-Term Plans.” CECP: CEO Investor Forum (formerly known as the Strategic Investor Initiative) White
Paper No. 3 (January 25, 2019): Available at SSRN: https://ssrn.com/abstract=3332342 or http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.3332342
41 Francois Brochet, Maria Loumioti, George Serafeim. “Speaking of the Short-Term: Disclosure Horizon and Managerial Myopia.” Review of Accounting Studies 20, no. 3
(September 12, 2015): 1122–1163. Available at SSRN: https://ssrn.com/abstract=1999484.
42 Dominic Barton, Jonathan Bailey, and Joshua Zoffer. “Rising to the Challenge of Short-Termism.” FCLTGlobal; “Straight Talk for the Long-Term: How to Improve the InvestorCorporate Dialogue.” FCLTGlobal; Dobbs, Richard, and Timothy Koller. “Measuring Long-Term Performance.” McKinsey & Company (March 2005): https://www.mckinsey.
com/business-functions/strategy-and-corporate-finance/our-insights/measuring-long-term-performance
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Based on our review of how leading companies integrate ESG content into earnings and other
investor-facing presentations, and our work with the piloting companies, we structured the
presentation template into two sections. The first section (see Appendix 1) includes content that can
be presented and discussed during the formal presentation in the earnings call, and includes:
» a statement of the corporate vision or purpose
» a one-page summary of the key components of the corporate strategy
» a one-page summary of how the ESG strategy integrates with and supports the
corporate strategy
» a summary of corporate performance goals, including financial and ESG targets
» corporate-wide performance highlights for the quarter, including financial and
ESG highlights
» business unit performance summary(ies)
The second section of the template includes content that can be included in the appendix of each
quarterly earnings presentation and is intended to support the ongoing review and reporting of quarterly
performance, in relation to longer-term ESG and financial performance targets. Although some of the
appendix material is duplicative of the content in the main presentation, additive components include
a summary of the capital allocation strategy, a listing of the members of the Board of Directors and of
the board committees responsible for overseeing ESG strategy and execution, and a description of the
alignment between ESG performance goals and executive compensation.43
REVIEWS OF THE REPORTING FRAMEWORK
As a key component of the pilot study, the Stern CSB, in collaboration with the CEO Investor Forum,
hosted an all-day workshop that included a working session on the ESG and Quarterly Call Reporting
Framework.44 In that session, workshop participants provided feedback on the existing template,
with suggestions for how it could be modified and improved.45 Workshop participants noted that the
key benefits of the template included: (1) the relative simplicity of the reporting framework; (2) the
flow of content from the big picture to more granular details; (3) the inclusion of an appendix, which
allows for flexibility in what information is shared (and how it is shared), and relieves pressure to cover
everything in the main presentation; (4) reporting on the performance of individual business units; (5)
the applicability of the framework for companies from various industrial sectors; and (6) the emphasis
on linking ESG strategy and performance to long-term strategy.
43 For the full ESG and Quarterly Call Reporting Framework, please see: Kevin Eckerle, Brian Tomlinson and Tensie Whelan. “Embedding Sustainability Performance and Longterm Strategy in the Earnings Call” Journal of Applied Corporate Finance, In Press (Summer 2020).
44 The ESG and Quarterly Call Workshop was held at New York University on December 5, 2018. Workshop participants shared information and perspectives on the state of
ESG disclosures under Chatham House Rules. The proceedings of the workshop were published through the IRRCi, and can be accessed at: https://www.weinberg.udel.edu/
irrci/past-irrci-research
45 Workshop participants included more than 30 individuals from the Sustainability, Investor Relations, and Corporate Communication functions, and represented nearly
20 companies.
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Workshop participants also suggested a number of potential improvements including: (1) a discussion
on how companies came to key ESG decisions; (2) presenting data on key performance metrics only
on an annual basis, but updating the general ESG narrative quarterly; (3) providing suggestions on
how to create leadership and investor buy-in without disrupting the flow of relationships; and (4)
recommending key metrics that could be tracked and reported, and could gradually be integrated into
the earnings discussion.
CHALLENGES OF INTEGRATING ESG INTO THE EARNINGS CALL
Our workshop participants, across Investor Relations, Strategy, and Sustainability functions, also shared
perspectives on the capital market pressures and operational process challenges connected to integrating
more and better ESG content into investor-facing presentations, particularly the earnings call. Table 1
presents a selection of those challenges, each having been raised by multiple workshop participants.
TABLE 1 | A synthesis of capital market pressures and operational process challenges that have slowed
the pace of ESG and long-term strategy content being integrated into the earnings call
CAPITAL MARKET PRESSURES

OPERATIONAL PROCESS CHALLENGES

Analyst expectations and existing practice:
Despite the rising interest in ESG themes, there
was a concern that the sell-side analyst community
would push back on adjusting the content mix of
the call. As such, it was important to “educate the
analysts” but also “give them what they need.”

Management buy-in: The earnings call is led by the CEO and CFO.
The C-suite must be comfortable with ESG themes in order to embed
them into this key forum. The CFO team must have comfort both
with ESG themes and the time horizon over which they will have an
impact.

Lack of standardization of ESG reporting:
Though SASB’s codified standards provide a basis
for comparable reporting across issuers on a
sector basis, there was concern that the voluntary,
pre-GAAP basis of this reporting could create
false comparisons with information disclosed
on the same topic but using different standards,
approaches, or scope. Participants indicated that
the broad market adoption of SASB standards
would significantly lessen these concerns.

ESG maturity and governance: Issuers must build clear reporting lines
and governance of ESG issues for these to be blended into existing
reporting and control structures for sharing financial information.
Internal collaborations were also critical, particularly that between
Investor Relations and Corporate Sustainability. Issuers could use a
framework like SASB’s to agree on a tight set of financially material
ESG issues that would be appropriate to discuss in the context of an
earnings call.

Call bandwidth: The earnings call is a tightly
managed, information-rich environment. Following
mergers and acquisitions activity or major product
launches, significant time is spent on the earnings
call addressing the key elements to understand
such developments (e.g., integration processes or
relevant sales and margin growth). This leaves little
bandwidth to address other themes.

Demonstrating performance link: For many participants, the
performance advantages derived from good performance on financially
material ESG factors were intuitively clear and increasingly supported
by robust academic evidence. ESG was part of a resilient business,
with a strong reputation and high-quality management who vigilantly
worked to understand and reduce its risks and enhance its opportunity
set. Nonetheless, in the context of the earnings call, making the case
for the performance link of these often long-term issues is a challenge.
A clear narrative by management that makes the case for these themes
and their importance to value is key.
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Integrating ESG and Long-Term Strategy and
Performance Content into the Earnings Call
Based on the evolving nature of corporate quarterly reporting, and our experiences with the ESG
and Quarterly Call research pilot, we have synthesized several conditions for success and content
recommendations for companies that are considering how they might better integrate ESG and longterm strategy content into the quarterly earnings call.
CONDITIONS FOR SUCCESS
Following are four key conditions that companies should put in place, before they start the process of
integrating ESG and long-term strategy content into the earnings call:
» gain C-suite level buy-in
» establish a firm understanding of the most financially material ESG issues driving your business
» develop a strategy and execution plan for delivering short- and long-term value
(environmental, social, and financial) for the business by addressing the risks and opportunities
embedded in those financially material ESG issues
» embed a robust and repeatable process, and supporting technical systems, for reliably
measuring, auditing, and reporting on corporate ESG performance and the impact that ESG
strategy execution has on corporate financial performance
RECOMMENDATIONS
Integrate ESG and long-term content sequentially: Consistency and continuity are important
elements in an issuer’s equity story. However, because of its typical time horizon, its vocal
constituency, and the scripted nature of the earnings call presentation, the quarterly call tends to be
regarded as the most challenging venue for integrating ESG content. Therefore, we recommend that
companies begin integrating ESG and long-term strategy content into existing disclosures in a manner
that builds comfort and confidence within both the investor base and management. Several of the
companies we spoke with saw this as a cautious and careful journey, but each noted the importance
of reflecting the company’s own understanding of its value proposition and meeting the increased
demand from investors. The primary goal, however, is making ESG and long-term strategy content a
recurring theme across all investor-facing presentations.
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Companies saw value in the development of ESG within its equity story as a sequence, which can
include the following steps:
» Build investor-facing ESG reporting into the existing sustainability report, using the SASB
guidelines (or produce a free-standing SASB report). Include reporting on the financial impact
of ESG strategy development and execution, especially on the most material ESG issues in your
annual report. For example, if your factories are in water-stressed areas, include qualitative
and quantitative data on the investments you are making to improve water efficiency and
conservation, and the return on investment and risk reduction achieved, since it would be
financially material.
» Increase ESG content in proxy statements, paying particular attention to the most material ESG
issues. For example, a high retention rate of employees is financially material for a retailer, and a
strong ESG strategy can improve retention.
» Conduct ESG-specific investor engagement. A growing number of investors are very interested
in the management of material ESG issues. Companies can educate investors on ESG strategy
and the impact of ESG strategy execution on corporate financial performance through direct
investor engagement. For instance, companies can make Investor Day presentations that
include comments from the CEO and CFO on the company’s ESG strategy and the financial
impact achieved through ESG strategy execution. Similarly, companies can host ESG-focused
webinars to educate investors on the company’s ESG strategy and how the strategy delivers
short- and long-term value for the company and its investors. As a result of their involvement
in the ESG and Quarterly Call pilot, Jones Lang LaSalle hosted its first ESG webinar in Fall 2018
and has subsequently hosted a second.
» Finally, begin to gradually build substantive ESG content into the earnings call presentation.
Analysts are most interested in data that are material and could affect their valuation estimates.
For example, a company can discuss projected growth in revenue for a product and describe
how its sustainability attributes are key elements of that growth story. (This is particularly
important for consumer packaged goods companies, such as Nestle).46
Prime the analysts: The question and answer (Q&A) portion of the earnings call tends to be
managed very carefully, typically with individual sell-side analysts given the opportunity to ask a single
question. As companies integrate ESG and long-term strategy content into the earnings call, consider
sharing ESG-specific questions with your sell-side analysts to shape the Q&A discussion and more
regularly bring ESG and long-term strategy into the discussion.

46 Nestle commenced reporting in Q1 2019: “Starting with this report, we will highlight each quarter how Nestlé creates shared value. We will begin by showing how
Nespresso delivers on its commitment to quality and sustainability.” https://www.nestle.com/media/pressreleases/allpressreleases/3m-sales-2019
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Adapt the earnings call schedule: Disclosing your company’s ESG strategy, and the impact your ESG
execution has on corporate financial performance should become a regular and consistent component
of your reporting. When integrating this content in the earnings call, develop a plan for how you will
use each of the four calls in a year. For instance, provide quarterly updates on key ESG performance
and financial measures in three of the four quarters, but use one of the four quarterly calls (either Q1
or Q4) and provide a deeper discussion of ESG and long-term strategy and how recent performance
compares with expectation.
Cross-function collaboration47—metrics and materiality: Disclosure can operate as a forcing
function, enabling the development of new relationships, systems, and practices. Issuers must develop
internal collaboration constructs and reporting lines to enable ESG themes to be blended into existing
reporting structures. These four suggestions arose from our work:
» Investor Relations and Corporate Sustainability should work together to co-develop relevant
content and agree on issue significance.48
» Convene regular meetings of an ESG working group composed of individuals representing
the relevant functions (i.e., human resources, supply chain, procurement, risk management,
marketing, finance, etc.), and make the meetings open access to ensure that all issues are
addressed and learning is shared across the company.
» Develop Board oversight and engagement on ESG issues. There should be clear reporting
lines for ESG strategy and performance to the Board of Directors. This may require that an
ESG-specific committee or an existing committee, such as the nominating and governance
committee, has ESG structured into its remit. Companies should also consider whether current
Board members have the skills and awareness to manage these issues and adjust the Board
composition accordingly, if necessary.
» Expand the CFO role to include engagement in sustainability. Presenting long-term–focused
disclosures and other investor-facing information in the earnings call requires CFO buy-in.
In order to buy in, CFOs need to see and understand how the company’s long-term and ESG
strategy and execution will deliver financial benefit for the business. Through the use of tools
like the Stern CSB’s ROSI framework for monetization—which enables companies to estimate
the value of risks and intangibles49—and long-term forecasts (not just annual budgets), CFOs
can engage in the conversation and transition the earnings call from a short-term–focused
discussion on financial performance to a discussion of long-term value creation.50
47 Brian Tomlinson and Michael P. Krzus. “Method of Production of Long-Term Plans.” CECP: CEO Investor Forum (formerly known as the Strategic Investor Initiative) White
Paper No. 3 (January 25, 2019): Available at SSRN: https://ssrn.com/abstract=3332342 or http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.3332342
48 Brian Tomlinson. “Getting to Know You: ESG, Investor Relations and Corporate Sustainability.” LinkedIn (June 3, 2019): https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/getting-know-youesg-investor-relations-corporate-brian-tomlinson/
49 https://www.stern.nyu.edu/experience-stern/about/departments-centers-initiatives/centers-of-research/center-sustainable-business/research/csb-monetizationmethodology
50 “Building Long-Term Value: A Blueprint for CFOs.” FCLTGlobal (December 2019): https://www.fcltglobal.org/docs/default-source/publications/building-long-term-value--a-blueprint-for-cfos_fcltglobal.pdf?sfvrsn=f96f228c_0.
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Disclose output and process: When developing the ESG performance metrics and financial
measures associated with ESG strategy execution, reference and make use of existing reporting
frameworks for investor-facing ESG disclosures. For investors, outputs are important. But it is also
important to understand the process through which issues are understood and prioritized, how
regularly such processes are updated, and whether these are addressed within the C-suite and by
the Board on an ongoing basis. For example, describe the process for conducting and updating the
materiality assessment, including the frequency of review, by the Board and by management.
Sustainability and financial value: Many academic studies are finding a correlation between
ESG performance and stock performance, operational performance, and lower cost of capital.51
The Stern CSB, through its work to develop and refine its ROSI monetization framework has found
that sustainability can create value through nine mediating factors, including operational efficiency,
innovation, employee retention, and risk reduction, among others.52 Companies can assess the benefits
of material sustainability strategies through the lens of these mediating factors and monetize them.
It is often easiest to begin with operational efficiency and innovation. For example, a waste reduction
strategy is likely to result in avoided costs for new materials and waste disposal. A launch of innovative
sustainable products may lead to greater market share.53 The inclusion of these metrics can be a good
way to start the integration of this content into the earnings call. Over time, companies can integrate
the financial metrics linked to the more intangible benefits of ESG strategy execution, such as risk
avoidance (e.g., investing in climate resiliency and adaptation). This sequence reflects an emerging
understanding that sound ESG performance on material ESG issues are “table stakes” for leading
companies and strategy will converge by sector around a baseline of sound practice.54 Over time,
management teams increasingly will look to generate distinct sustainability strategies as a source of
competitive advantage.
Monetizing risk: Consider including an assessment of the value at risk associated with not taking
action on a particular theme. For instance, the potential costs of litigation, the loss of reputation and
brand value, and the loss of operational efficiency from avoiding human capital investments.

51 Gordon Clark, Andreas Feiner, and Michael Viehs, “From the Stockholder to the Stakeholder: How Sustainability Can Drive Financial Outperformance.” Oxford University
Smith School of Enterprise and the Environment; European Centre for Corporate Engagement (ECCE) (March 5, 2015). Available at SSRN: https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/
papers.cfm?abstract_id=2508281
52 Ulrich Atz, Tracy Van Holt, Elyse Douglas, and Tensie Whelan. “The Return on Sustainability Investment (ROSI): Monetizing Financial Benefits of Sustainability Actions in
Companies.” Review of Business: Interdisciplinary Journal on Risk and Society 39, no. 2 (2019): 1-31. https://www.ulrichatz.eu/assets/articles/ROSI-atz-etal-2019.pdf
53 Tensie Whelan and Randi Kronthal-Sacco. “Research: Actually, Consumers Do Buy Sustainable Products.” Harvard Business Review (June 19, 2019): https://hbr.
org/2019/06/research-actually-consumers-do-buy-sustainable-products.
54 Ioannis Ioannou and George Serafeim. “Corporate Sustainability: A Strategy?” Harvard Business School Accounting & Management Unit Working Paper No. 19-065
(January 1, 2019). Available at SSRN: https://ssrn.com/abstract=3312191.
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Conclusion
Market pressures have led to executive decisions that sacrifice long-term value creation in favor of
meeting short-term financial targets. In response to these market pressures and suboptimal capital
allocations decisions, there has been increasing interest by corporate leaders to focus more on longterm strategy and performance, and on delivering on a company’s purpose. CECP and the Stern
CSB have worked to develop and disseminate reporting frameworks to enable the integration of a
company’s long-term and ESG strategy and its impact into the earnings call and other investor-facing
presentations. The use of this framework, the development of ESG disclosures on material issues, and
the integration of these disclosures in investor-facing communication, including the earnings call, are
essential steps to improve corporate ESG and financial performance and investor decision-making.
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APPENDIX 1 | Section 1 of the ESG and Quarterly Call Reporting Framework55
Our Vision

Center for
Sustainable Business

We build, power, move and cure the
world with software-defined
machines and solutions

Our Strategic Priorities

Center for
Sustainable Business

By accelerating our digital transformation and becoming more
customer centric, we can directly address our customers’ biggest
challenges

Innovating
Digital Solutions

Securing
Customer Data

Enabling
Efficiency

Transforming
Energy Systems

55 The ESG and Quarterly Reporting template was designed with guidance from leading organizations, including McKinsey & Company, CECP, and FCLTGlobal, and developed
by synthesizing and genericizing presentation templates and information shared in the quarterly reporting of a number of large, publicly held companies.
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Our material Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG)
factors are wholly aligned with this corporate strategy

Center for
Sustainable Business

By accelerating our digital transformation and becoming more
customer centric, we can grow value from addressing our most
material ESG issues
Innovation

Digital Data
Security

Operational
Efficiency

Decarbonizing the
Future

Innovative digital
solutions ensure our
long-term growth and
enable the sustainable
performance of our
customers

Digital security
solutions will protect
and responsibly
manage the privacy of
our customers

Doing more with fewer
resources and less
impact reduces our
costs and those of our
customers

Our clean energy
solutions will support
our growth globally,
especially in our
priority markets

Our 3-year Path Forward

Center for
Sustainable Business

By increasing our customer centricity and addressing our biggest
challenges, we will grow revenues and earnings ahead of peers,
reduce our impact and that of our customers, and return capital to
our shareholders
FY 2017 – FY 2019
Revenue
Earnings

+10%

and

Our Impact*

-15%

+12%

Our Customer’s Impact*

-50%

and
Shareholder Returns*

$50B

Notes:
1) For additional detail on our 3-year strategy, please see the Appendix
2) Our impact will be measured by our annual absolute emissions of greenhouse gases (Scopes 1, 2, and 3). Our customer’s impact will be estimated as the annual
absolute emissions of greenhouse gases from the use of our products by our customers.
3) Shareholder returns will be a combination of annual dividends and stock repurchases,
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Our Performance – Q3 Highlights

Center for
Sustainable Business

Three quarters into our first year, we are on target!

• YTD Operating Earnings per Share (EPS) in-line with forecast, and on-pace
for FY2017
• ~2% Revenue growth projected through year-end
• Operating margin in-line with FY2016 performance and FY 2017 forecast
• On-pace to reduce our carbon and water footprint by 5% and 8% YoY,
respectively….with savings of more than $15M
• 10% increase in sales of renewable energy systems YTD is reducing our
customer’s carbon footprint by 15%
• On-pace to return more than $13.5B to shareholders in FY2017 through
buyback

Q3 Highlights - Health Segment

Center for
Sustainable Business

Imaging business continues to drive growth, through technology
leadership and digital services
•

Committed $200 million to developing new Sustainable Health Solutions, with
expected sales growth of 10% annually (to $1.4B) through 2025

•

Focused on growing sales of 40 core health products designed for rural
populations of ~3.5 billion with least access to health care

•

Strong growth in Asia (6% YoY) for cloud-based, security solutions; expected
revenues of $1.2B (in 2025) and 12% reduction in customers’ GHG impact

•

Have invested $250M and implemented new security measures for all
industrial customers, to mitigate up to $500M cybersecurity risks*

•

•

Sales of more energy efficient imaging devices on-pace to reduce energy
consumption (and energy costs) of our customers by 10% in FY2017, avoiding
more than 10MtCO2e, and highlighting our best-in-class product performance
Exploring new digital platforms to enable better and more carbon efficient
health data management in priority emerging markets where demand for health
care is growing most rapidly

Outlook: Positioned for continued growth in core businesses and in target emerging markets.
Uncertainty in U.S. market due to health reform debate could slow pace of progress in that
geography.
Note: Current risk estimate based on expected $150 cost per lost / stolen data record and current number of
customer accounts (Ponemon Institute).

Financial Performance
Revenues ($B USD)

17.5

13.2

17.8 17.7

2016

2017 YTD

Projected 2017

2017 Targe t

Operating Margin (bps)
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25

26

25

2016

2017 YTD

Projected 2017

2017 Targe t
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